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Brand New Book. `We could always go overland now that we have wheels, Ross had suggested out
of the blue. I d pulled out an atlas and we d traced a route down through Africa via countries still
marked with their colonial names. Only two strips of water interrupted the flow of land between
Edinburgh and Chingola; the English Channel and the Straits of Gibraltar. Fourteen months had
passed since Neil Armstrong walked on the moon so Africa couldn t be that difficult, could it? A
month later we boarded the ferry for Calais. In 1970 newly-weds Ross and Sara set off, with
extraordinary naivety and a lack of proper preparation, to drive from Edinburgh to Zambia in a
standard saloon car. Appointment in Zambia is the story of their epic car journey. Sara was 21 (and
could not drive) and Ross was 23 when they and their brand new Hillman Hunter (in `Golden Sand ,
a colour chosen before they d opted to drive through the Sahara.) started out. For eight weeks, in a
trip of over 20 000 kms, they slept in the car, coped with illness...
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Reviews
A whole new e book with an all new point of view. It is one of the most incredible book i actually have go through. I am easily could possibly get a
enjoyment of reading through a written book.
-- Na tha na el Tr eutel
An extremely wonderful ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. I was able to comprehended almost everything using this composed e publication. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- K imber ly Ca r r oll
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